
 

How it started 
Since 1940 in Denmark Haldor Topsoe has built 
his own company basing on the idea, which is 
rather obvious. It is referred to the usage of 
fundamental science achievements in engineer-
ing. For instance, properties of heterogeneous 
catalysts allowed not just to speed up techno-
logical process, but also to eliminate energy 
consumption, to minimize the impact of produc-
tion plants. To apply these properties, they 
began to develop technologies and design 
production capacities. 
…In the end of 90-s Boris Sokol assumed the 
leadership of the enterprise which was founded 
in 60-s according to the principle “chosen at 
random”. Even at that time, long before all-too 
common Jackson–Vanik amendment, every-
body in the world kept to themselves advanced 
technologies and weren’t eager to share them 
with the Soviet Union. It was not so necessarily 
because both natural gas, and water, and ener-
gy resources cost peanuts, and nobody meas-
ured ecological damage.  
In new Russia to own the enterprise of such a 
kind appeared extremely doubtful fortune. The 
possible way seemed to be – to fit for the 
wastebasket. It was a common practice among 
young-gun businessmen.  
Sokol preferred a more expensive way out, i.e. 
production modernization with a focus on ad-
vanced perspective technologies which are also 
energy saving and environmentally sound.  
Business collaboration of two companies began 
in 2007. In 2011 the first and only one in Rus-
sia, new  and the most modern in Europe pro-
duction of methanol with capacity 450 000 TPY 
was launched. project investments totaled 165 

mln. EUR. A year later energy saving hydrogen 
unit started working. It was built with the help of 
within named Haldor Topsoe and provided 
caprolactam and ammonia production units with 
gas. Henrik Topsoe, the son of Dr Haldor Top-
soe, is now heading the Danish company, and 
by his own admission Henrik Topsoe was in-
credibly and sincerely surprised with the tempos 
and effectiveness of the partners’ activities.  

New meeting –  
new project 
And now they met again in the end of 2013, 
which wasn’t a simple year for both companies. 
Russian company should always survive on the 
market, and Danish partners suffered from a 
great loss. In may Dr Haldor Topsoe died with-
out reaching his centenary in several days. But 
regardless of weight of the loss and everlasting 
economic difficulties in Russia, the partners 
came to decision to continue joint activity.  
-This year we announced building of a new 
complex producing methanol and ammonia, - 
noted Boris Sokol. –Our companies signed an 
agreement on license and BEP of new unit of 
combined methanol/ammonia production. Total 
investments of the project will be equal to 270 
mln. EUR. This is the following milestone of 
collaboration between our companies.  
The phrase “a new unit” does surprise nobody 
in ShchekinoAzot. For last 10 years it has been 
assimilated 440 mln USD as capital investment. 
As a result, there is performing successfully a 
JV ShchekinoAzot and Momentive Specialty 
Chemicals producing   formaldehyde e resins 
and other products of fine chemistry. This year 
technical revamping of caprolactam and forma-

lin production 
has been completed. The joint with a German 
company PCC SE project on creating DME 
production has been started. Launching the 
production capacities are planned by 2015. But 
the joint project on integrated production of 
methanol and ammonia according to the Top-
soe IMAP technology wil give the possibility to 
launch a new unit in 2017, for now there doesn’t 
exist analogues of this unit. Its capacity will 
allow to produce up to 1350 TPD of methanol 
and 415 TPD of ammonia. It is naturally that 
such production will raise the level of profitabil-
ity which means additional budget contribution. 
The matter concerns not only profits and tax-
es… that is not the point… 

Investments in future 
During the joint work it came out that two part-
ners are united not only by the efforts to in-
crease the effectiveness of production. This 
partnership having become quite close does not 
run out only by interest in science development 
and search for radically new technical and 
technological decisions.  
-We realized that we share with equal facility 
my father’s values, - confided the son and suc-
cessor of the company’s founder Haldor Top-
soe. – And he always claimed that business 
doesn’t have sense if it doesn’t improve social 
life. ShchekinoAzot management team clings to 
the same notion. We have a respectful attitude 
to the social scheme of our partners.   
The social scheme of ShchekinoAzot is worthy 

of respect indeed. Major 
budget revenue generating enterprise could 
have a right to be considered to be a supporter 
without this social scheme. But nevertheless it 
has been transferred to educational, cultural, 
sport and health care institutions 66 mln RUR 
for only last few years. There are subsidized 
children and family vacations, financed an out-
patient hospital, which is provided with the most 
modern equipment. Children, sport and creative 
initiatives find their support from the company 
on a permanent basis. Yasnaya Polyana 
Agreement is in force more than 10 year and 
unites efforts of the enterprise, municipal and 
regional authorities and the Museum-Estate 
Yasnaya Polyana. This agreement is aimed at 
comprehensive improvement of life quality, from 
stimulating level of population earnings, devel-
oping social institutions, supporting cultural 
projects to general and especially ecological 
safety of catchment area. 
Topsoe Group in their turn actively invests in 
science and supports young scientists starting 
their careers. Besides, Topsoe Group encour-
ages creative and whip-smart gifted youth. It is 
natural that patrons’ attention was also paid to 
other projects.  
-My father was a multicultural personality, - 
shares his memories Henrik Topsoe. – He 
spent a lot of time reading and gave proper 
respect to such a great writer and philosopher 
Leo Tolstoy, as the whole world considers him.   
Possibly that it can be explained by Russian 
roots in Danish family, or the fact that Dr Top-
soe practically was the citizen of the world, 
came into play. The widely known fact is that Dr 
Haldor Topsoe worked with Niels Bohr and 
Pyotr Kapitsa… 
Guests from Denmark visited Yasnaya Polyana. 
Representatives of ShchekinoAzot brought 
young plants of thuya as a present to the Mu-
seum-Estate. These thuyas will grow in the 
transplant nursery and then they replace the old 
ones, which have been in front of the Leo Tol-
stoy estate for more than 130 years. The guests 
assured that their attention to Tolstoy’s family 
home won’t be limited by this gesture.   
The manager of the museum Ekaterina 
Tolstaya told that there was planned a scale 
family charity project Topsoes-Sokols-Tolstoys 
in near future.  
-I find it difficult to say right now what it is going 
to be, but we made a common conclusion that 
the project should be aimed at helping children, 
who are gifted, creative and appearing in a 
sophisticated situation. The future of our coun-
try depends on children’s bringing up.  
We would add for ourselves that children’s 
bringing up will greatly influence future of the 
culture, science, business and et cetera…  
Totidem verbis, we have to work for and cash 
on.     
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